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Charm and beauty in pp collisions
Heavy-flavour production in pp collisions: test perturbative QCD
 Large quark mass provides a hard scale
 Cross sections can be calculated with pQCD down to low pT
Factorization approach: convolution of
 PDFs
 Cross section at partonic level (pQCD)
 Fragmentation (parton→ hadron)
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production
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see next
bycalculations
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Heavy flavours with ALICE
TPC
Tracking, |h |<0.9
PID with dE/dx

e p K

TOF
PID with time
of flight
ITS
Tracking, |h |<0.9
Vertexing

Fully reconstructed
hadronic decays
D0  K- p+
D+  K- p+ p+
D*+  D0 p+  K- p+ p+
Ds+  f p+  K- K+ p+
Λc+  p K- p+
Λc+  p Ks0
\

\

Partially reconstructed
semi-leptonic decays
Λc+  e+ Λ ne
Xc0  e+ X- ne
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Heavy flavours with ALICE
TPC
Tracking, |h |<0.9
PID with dE/dx
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Data samples of pp collisions
V0

2.8<h <5.1, -3.7<h <-1.7

Min. Bias. Trigger

EMCAL
e± trigger

√s
(TeV)

Year

# MB
trig.

∫Ldt
(nb-1)

2.76

2011

58M

1.1

5.02

2017

990M

19
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2010

370M

6.0

8

2012

100M

1.8

13

2016

190M

3.3

Muon trigger
-4<h <-2.5
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Hadronic decays
Analysis strategy
 Invariant mass analysis of fully
reconstructed decay topologies
displaced from the primary vertex

Combinatorial background reduced
using:
 Geometrical selections on displaced
decay-vertex topology
 PID of decay products
 For Ds→fp →KKp

 Cut on K+K- invariant mass

 For D0 →Kp in pT<1 GeV/c

 No selection on decay topology
 Combinatorial background shape
estimated with track rotation

Feed down from B-hadron decays
(10-15 % after cuts) subtracted
using pQCD (FONLL) predictions
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D mesons at √s=5.02 TeV
New measurements from the minimum bias sample of pp
collisions at √s=5.02 TeV collected in 2017
 More precise + extended pT coverage as compared to √s=7 TeV
D0, D+, Ds+ and D*+ relative abundances are the same at
√s=5, 7 and 13 TeV
 Also compatible with measurements in to e+e- at LEP
 Gladilin, EPJ c75 (2015) 19

pp √s=5.02 TeV
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D mesons vs. pQCD at √s=7 TeV
D0 cross sections at √s=7 TeV compared to pQCD calculations
 FONLL: describes data within uncertainties, central value below data
 GM-VFNS: describes data within uncertainties, central value above data
 kT-factorization: underestimates data in 2<pT<10 GeV/c pp √s=7 TeV

 ALICE, EPJ C77 (2017) 550
 Cacciari et al., JHEP 1210 (2012) 137

 Kniehl et al., EPJ C72 (2012) 2082
 Maciula, Szczurek, PRD 87 (2013) 094022
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HF decay leptons vs. FONLL
Measured pT-differential cross sections at mid (e←HF) and
forward (m←HF) rapidity
 On the upper edge of FONLL band at low pT where the contribution
from charm hadron decays is dominant

pp √s=5.02 TeV

e←HF
|y|<0.8

pp √s=8 TeV

m←HF
2.5<y<4
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D0 cross section at different √s
D-meson cross sections measured at 4 different collision
energies from 2.76 to 13 TeV
 Consistently at the upper edge of FONLL calculations at all
energies
 Similar to what observed at Tevatron and RHIC

√s=2.76 TeV

√s=5.02 TeV

 ALICE, JHEP 1207 (2012) 191

√s=7 TeV

√s=13 TeV

 ALICE, EPJ C77 (2017) 550
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D0 cross section: ratios vs. √s
Ratios of cross sections at different values of √s provide an
additional test for pQCD calculation
 Theoretical uncertainties partly cancel out in the ratio
 Ratios of cross sections at different energies and in different rapidity
intervals down to low pT may constrain gluon PDF at small values of
Bjorken x
 Cacciari et al., EPJ C75 (2015) 610

√s=7 TeV

√s=5.02 TeV

√s=13 TeV

√s=5.02 TeV
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D0 cross section: ratios vs. y
Ratios of cross sections in different rapidity intervals provide an
additional test for pQCD calculation
 Theoretical uncertainties partly cancel out in the ratio
 Ratios of cross sections at different energies and in different rapidity
intervals down to low pT may constrain gluon PDF at small values of
Bjorken x
 Cacciari et al., EPJ C75 (2015) 610

 Potential to constrain gluon PDF when complemented with
measurements at √s=5.02 and 13 TeV ?

 ALICE, EPJ C77 (2017) 550

pp √s=7 TeV

 LHCb, Nucl. Phys.B871 (2013) 1
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D-hadron angular correlations
Azimuthal correlations between
D mesons and charged
D
particles
Near side
 D-meson (D0, D+ and D*+)
trigger particle
 Correlated with charged tracks
produced in the collision
(associated particles)

Underlying Event

Away side

B feed-down contribution
subtracted
 Based on FONLL + correlation
templates from PYTHIA

Fit with 2 Gaussians (near and
away side peaks) + constant
baseline
 ALICE, EPJ C77 (2017) 245
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D-hadron correlations vs. √s
5< pT(D) < 8 GeV/c

8< pT(D) < 16 GeV/c

Compatible D-hadron correlation distributions in pp
collisions at √s = 7 and 13 TeV and p-Pb collisions at
√sNN=5.02 TeV
 No evidence of modification of charm quark production and
fragmentation with increasing √s and in different collision systems
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D-hadron correlations vs. MCs
pp √s=13 TeV

Comparison of the
correlation
distributions with
pQCD based MC
generators
 PYTHIA6
 PYTHIA8
 POWHEG+PYTHIA6
Models describe
reasonably the data in
the near side within
the uncertainties
 In the away side
PYTHIA8 and
POWHEG+PYTHIA6
are closer to data
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D-hadron correlations vs. MCs
pp √s=13 TeV

Comparison of the
near side peak
properties with
pQCD based MC
generators
 PYTHIA6
 PYTHIA8
 POWHEG+PYTHIA6
Models describe
reasonably the data
within the
uncertainties
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D-tagged jets
Tag jets that contain a D meson among its constituents
 Track-based jets reconstructed with anti-kT algorithm
 D0→Kp selected with geometrical cuts and PID of decay products
D0-jet raw spectrum via
invariant mass analysis
 Background estimated from
side-bands and subtracted
from signal region

Correct for D-jet efficiency
Subtract feed-down from
beauty based on POWHEG
Corrected jet pT spectra
unfolded for detector effects
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D-tagged jet cross section
pp √s=7 TeV

D0-tagged jets pT
differential cross
section measured
down to pT=5 GeV/c
Described within
uncertainties by
POWHEG+PYTHIA6
parton shower
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D-tagged jet momentum fraction
5<pT,jet<15 GeV/c pT,D>2 GeV/c

15<pT,jet<30 GeV/c pT,D>6 GeV/c

 
pD  p jet
z||   
p jet  p jet
pp
√s=7 TeV

Described within uncertainties by POWHEG + PYTHIA
 Possible hint of a softer fragmentation in 15<pT,jet<30 GeV/c
 Kinematics reach and precision can be extended with pp data at √s=5.02
and 13 TeV
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Baryons: Λc+ hadronic decays
Invariant mass analysis of Λc± candidates in two decay modes
 Important cross check because affected by different sources of
systematic uncertainties
 E.g.: no selection on displaced decay vertex topology for the pK0s decay mode

Λc+  p K- p+
BR = 6.35%

Λc+  p Ks0
BR=1.58%

 ALICE, arXiv:1712.09581
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Baryons via semi-leptonic decay
Lc and X0c candidates defined
e+L and e+X- pairs (and charge
+

from

 ALICE, PLB781 (2018) 8

conjugates)
 Electron identification with TPC+TOF
 ‘Photonic’ electrons removed with
invariant mass technique (e+e pairs)

Subtract background contribution
 Estimated
from
wrong-sign
(e
L and
- -

e X ) pairs
 Corrected for Lb (Xb) contribution in
WS spectra
 For Lc, corrected for Xc0,+ contribution
in WS spectra

Correct for:
 Missing neutrino momentum (unfolding)
 Reconstruction and selection efficiency
 B feed-down contribution to the Lc+ raw
yield using FONLL
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Λc+ cross section
pp √s=7 TeV

Agreement among the results from
the three decay channels
Lc+ pT-differential cross section
underestimated by pQCD calculations
which describe D-meson production
 Fragmentation fractions f(c→Λc) in GMVFNS tuned on e+e- data

 ALICE, arXiv:1712.09581
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Λc+/D0 ratio

pp √s=7 TeV

e+eLEP

Lc+/D0 ratios higher than previous measurements in e+e- and
ep collisions at lower centre-of-mass energies
 In the_ beauty sector, a larger fraction f(b→Lb) was measured in
pp(pp) collisions at Tevatron and LHC as compared to in e+e- at LEP
 Ahmis et al., arXiv:1612.07233
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Λc+/D0 and Xc0/D0 ratios
 ALICE, PLB781 (2018) 8

pp √s=7 TeV

BR(Xc0→X-e+ne ) unknown
Theory predictions: 0.3%-3.2%

Lc+/D0 and Xc0/D0 ratios larger than model predictions
 PYTHIA8 CR Mode0/1 with string formation beyond the leading-colour
approximation and specific tuning of the colour reconnection parameters
closer to data
 Christiansen, Skands, JHEP 08 (2015) 003

 Model by Shao et al. tuned on LHCb pp data

 Lansberg, Shao, EPJ C77 (2017) 1
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Λc+/D0 in p-Pb vs. LHCb
New preliminary results in p-Pb collisions at √sNN=5.02 TeV
 Improved measurements in terms of pT reach and precision
 Compatible Λc+/D0 ratio in pp and p-Pb collisions
 Compatible with LHCb result at forward y for pT>8 GeV/c. Larger
Λc+/D0 ratio at mid-rapidity at low pT.

 CERN-LHCb-CONF-2017-005

-1<y<0

1.5<y<4
p-Pb √s=5.02 TeV
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Baryon-to-meson ratios
New preliminary results in p-Pb collisions at √sNN=5.02 TeV
 Improved measurements in terms of pT reach and precision
 Compatible Λc+/D0 ratio in pp and p-Pb collisions
 Similar trend with pT as baryon-to-meson ratios in light-flavour sector

pp √s=7 TeV

p-Pb √s=5.02 TeV
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Conclusions and prospects
D-meson production in pp collisions at the LHC
 Described within uncertainties by pQCD calculations down to pT=0 at all √s
 Data uncertainties much smaller than theory uncertainties
 Potential to constrain gluon PDFs at small x?
D-meson angular correlations and D-tagged jets
 Sensitive test for NLO event generators matched to PYTHIA parton shower
 Unique low-pT coverage with ALICE
Baryon production: intriguing and puzzling
 Not described by currently calculations and event generators
 Large sample of pp collisions at √s=5.02 TeV will provide a more precise result
 Further insight from rapidity dependence (ALICE + LHCb)

Prospects:
 Analysis of collisions at √s=13 TeV extended to the full 2016+2017+2018 sample
 Substantial improvement in terms of precision and pT reach for all observables

 Run3 with upgraded ALICE: larger statistics and improved resolution
 Beauty via e±, non-prompt J/y, non-prompt D, fully reconstructed beauty hadrons
30

Backup
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HF decay leptons at √s=5.02 TeV
Measured pT-differential cross sections at mid and
forward rapidity on the upper edge of FONLL band
 Same observation holds for D mesons and at other √s
pp √s=5.02 TeV

e←HF
|y|<0.8

m←HF
2.5<y<4
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HF decay muons at √s=8 TeV
Measured pT-differential cross sections on the upper
edge of FONLL band at low pT where the contribution
from charm hadron decays is dominant
pp √s=8 TeV

m←HF
2.5<y<4
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HF decay electron cross section
HF decay electrons measured down to pT=0.5 GeV/c
 ‘Photonic’ electrons removed with invariant mass technique (e+e- pairs)
Cross sections at 4 different collision energies
 Consistently at the upper edge of FONLL calculations at all energies
√s

2.76 TeV

5.02 TeV

7 TeV

13 TeV

 ALICE,
arXiv:1805.04379
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Cross section at different √s
Ratios of cross sections at different values of √s provide an
additional test for pQCD calculation
 Theoretical uncertainties partly cancel out in the ratio
 Ratios of cross sections at different energies and in different rapidity
intervals down to low pT may constrain gluon PDF at small values of
Bjorken x

HF decay e±

ratios to cross section at √s = 2.76 TeV
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Beauty decay electrons
Analysis based on electron
impact parameter distribution
Measured e←b cross section
described by pQCD calculations
within uncertainties

pp √s=2.76 TeV

 ALICE, PRD 86 (2012) 112007
 ALICE, PLB 738 (2014) 97
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Non-prompt J/y
pp √s=7 TeV

Analysis based on fit to J/y→e+ecandidate invariant mass and pseudoproper decay length distributions
Measured beauty cross section well
described by FONLL calculations, as at
forward rapidity and lower √s
 ALICE, JHEP 1211 (2012) 065
 CMS, EPJ C71 (2011) 1575
 LHCb, EPJ C71 (2011) 1645
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Charm and beauty vs. √s
Charm

Beauty

Total charm and beauty production cross sections described by
NLO pQCD calculations within uncertainties
 Charm on the upper edge of the theoretical uncertainty band at all
collision energies
 ALICE, PRC94 (2016) 054908

 ALICE, PLB 738 (2014) 97
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